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Consultants' conference on questions
of culture learning through literature
By Guy Amirthanayagam

Introduction
Though it is widely known that
one of the ways a culture reveals
itself most fully is in the thinking
which guides it, shapes its values
and gives rise to its various creative expressions, and that the literary and artistic achievements
of a culture are among its deepest
and most authentic manifestations, there have been relatively
few systematic or sustained attempts in universities and institutions of higher learning to
study cultures in this way, to
'possess' them intellectually, as it
were, and relate the humanistic
achievements to the 'totality' or

then weighted almost exclusively
towards the social sciences as the
gateways to culture learning. To
remedy this situation, the Culture
Learning Institute established in
1972 a research subdivision
called "Thought and Expression
in Culture Learning."
One of the first concerns of this
sub-division was the use of literature for culture learning. A considerable amount of preparatory
work was done by Dr. John Walsh
and a group of postgraduate researchers. This work culminated
in a most interesting seminar on
Soclo-literature which was held
in 1973 (see Newsletter 2-3, December 1, 1973). This seminar
brought together twenty-three
distinguished writers and critics
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from eleven Asian and Pacific
countries and the United States.
Although this seminar was a "cultural" event in itself, and several
useful papers were read, the Conference did not focus its attention on charting the future course
of this activity nor did it concentrate on devising adequate or
relevant methodologies for Culture Learning Through Literature.
However, partly as a result of the
recommendations of the Consultants and partly from the experience of the group working with
Dr. Walsh it became clear that
the next phase of this activity
should pursue an exploration of
the seminal concepts in this field
and attempt to design methodol(Continued on Page 10)

CLI plans five summer
conferences, workshops

Guy Amirthanayagam is a research associate in the Culture Learning Institute,
East-West Center. Prior to joining the Institute last September, he was Deputy
High Commissioner, Sri Lanka High Commission in London.

'wholeness' of cultures. With the
growing recognition within the
East-West Culture Learning Institute that the Humanities were a
rich source of neglected material
for the understanding of cultures,
there was also a felt need to redress the balance which was until

The East-West Center's Culture
Learning Institute is preparing an
ambitious summer program involving five separate conferences
and workshops on such topics as
reverse culture shock, cross-cultural counseling and the teaching
of foreign cultures. The conferences will bring about 100 Asians,
Americans and Pacific Islanders
to the Center for cooperative
work and study during June, July
and August.
The co-sponsors of the conferences are as varied as the topics.
They include the U.S. Office of
Education, UNESCO, the South
Pacific Commission, the U.S. Department of Defense, the Hazen

Foundation, the North Carolina
Department of Education and the
Japan Ministry of Education.
The summer series will open on
June 22 with a four-day planning
conference entitled "Studies of
Intercultural Transactions for the
Future." Under the chairmanship
of Dr. Krishna Kumar, a Research
Associate at the Institute, the 20
participants will consider implications of the expanding number
of contacts across cultures, such
as those encouraged by international tourism, business ventures,
and educational exchange. The
conferees will isolate problem
areas for possible in-depth study.
(Continued on Page 12)

Social psychology in cross-cultural
perspective: some trends
By Richard W. Brislin

In recent years, psychological
researchers have examined problems in social psychology using
the cross-cultural approach. In
other words, central problems
such as interpersonal attraction,
attitudes, and altruism have been
studied in a variety of cultures.
The purpose of such research has
been to find explanations of all
human behavior, not just behavior in the one country in which a
given research finding was discovered. Cross-cultural research,
however, magnifies the problems
of gathering reliable and valid
data, and hence should be looked
at carefully. Trends that I see as
favorable and unfavorable in the
cross-cultural investigation of social psychological issues are the
following.
Favorable trends
The major favorable trend is
that a number of researchers, including the group led by Triandis
(1972), has employed the "emicetic" distinction in designing
their research instruments. The
"emic" approach refers to the
practice of designing research instruments that inquire into issues
central to each culture under
study. The term comes from
"phonemic" analysis in linguistics as phonemics refers to the
analysis of sounds meaningful in
any one language. The "etic" approach refers to the search for
instruments that inquire into issues general across cultures and
hence central to theory building.
The term comes from "phonetic"
analysis in linguistics which refers to creating a system that can
Dr. Brislin, research associate at the Culture Learning Institute, East-West Center,
is co-author of the book, Cross-cultural
research methods (1973) and is co-editor
of Cross-cultural perspectives on learning
(1975). He is also editor of the Institute's
publication, Topics in Culture Learning.
The major points in this article were presented in a paper delivered at the meetings of the Interamerican Congress of
Psychology, Bogota, Columbia, December, 1974.
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analyze any meaningful sound in
any language. Both the "emic"
and "etic" approach are necessary for good cross-cultural research, as we want to study
meaningful, important behavior
in each and every culture in a
study, but we also want to make
theoretical generalizations across
cultures.
As an example, an "etic" analysis might document the nature of
affiliation and achievement. In
the United States, these are often
separate needs that can exist at
any one point in time as independent of each other. However, in
Polynesian cultures they are very
often tied together, and to obtain
the ends of achievement, such as
getting a hard job done, a person
has to work through the affiliation need. In other words, a person will work for another (achievement) only when he likes
the other (affiliation). In this
case, the achievement and affiliation needs are etics, but the way
in which they combine in various
cultures are em/cs. My guess is
that over the next five years, if a
researcher does not keep in mind
the emic-etic distinction, his research will not be publishable.

Guinea-pig effect
Another sophisticated and favorable trend is the use of unobtrusive measures in research, that
is, behavioral measures that a
subject might emit naturally, not
knowing that he is part of an experiment. This alleviates such
questions as the following which
a subject might ask of himself:
"I'm being studied, how should I
act?" This is also sometimes
called the guinea-pig effect, and
it can influence results tremendously.
As an example, Bochner and
Cairns (1975) pretended they
mislaid identification photographs in different parts of Sydney, Australia. Some of the photos were of a White Australian,
and others of a Black Aboriginal
Australian. Along with the photos
that were "lost," there was an
address to which a person finding

a photo could return the picture.
Over 200 photos were distributed
as if they were lost. The number
returned to Bochner at the address given on the photo was the
dependent variable. It was assumed that if people returned
more of one type of photo (e.g.,
White vs. Australian), this would
be a reflection of underlying attitudes.
More sophisticated analyses
were done since Bochner also recorded the type of neighborhood
where he dropped the photos.
Some were dropped in a high
class neighborhood, others in a
lower class neighborhood. It
seemed to me, in studying his data, that there was an interesting
interaction between type of
photograph returned and social
class. The results suggested that
the higher class people were willing to help the Black Aboriginal
Australian when it didn't cause
much effort on their part. This is
an important hypothesis worthy
of further study.
Of course, unobtrusive or behavioral measures will not solve
all cross-cultural problems. The
major difficulty remaining is that
the exact reasons for a given person's response (such as returning
the photo) is not known. However, because unobtrusive measures do alleviate the large problem of the guinea-pig effect, they
are worthy of careful study. It
should be noted, in addition, that
certain researchers may react
against such measures because
of ethical concerns. Subjects in
unobtrusive studies have not given their informed consent to be in
a research project. Instead, their
everyday behavior is being analyzed, but without their awareness.
Culturally-sensitive methods
Since ethics have been brought
up, it seems to me that another
trend should be covered. The general, favorable, trend is that explicit attention is being given to
the reactions of people in the cultures being studied. June Tapp
has led a group of active re-
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searchers who have made recommendations for cross-cultural
investigators, and these recommendations include suggestions
for making research acceptable
to the people in various other cultures who, perhaps, are not used
to the scientific method of careful, experimental inquiry. It
seems to me that one method often used by social psychologists
which can not be used cross-culturally is the complex experiment
involving trained accomplices
and deception. Such studies run
too great a risk of upsetting the
host peoples in cross-cultural research, and it is their reactions
that we should consider as highest in importance.
The kind of experiment I have
in mind is the type Daniel Katz
called "the frustrated playwright"
approach. Here the experimenter
has trained assistants who might
act in a hostile manner toward
the subject, or the experimenter
might tell a subject that the test
he is about to take measures (.0.,
the purpose being to raise the
subject's anxiety level. I have had
the privilege of teaching social
psychology to students from Asia
and the Pacific Island cultures,
and they point out that such
studies are simply not acceptable. They ask, if an experimenter will lie to his subjects, why
should the people of the culture
believe anything he says? It
seems to me a good question, and
my feeling is that cross-cultural

researchers will simply have to
do without this type of experiment in their work, even though
such experiments are the speciality of some of the highest
status social psychologists in the
United States.
I do not want to rule out experimentation, only the complex manipulation, deception type. In
fact, I see as a part of this favorable trend the use of simpler social psychological experiments
as part of the cross-cultural arsenal of techniques. Forinstance,
the anthropologist Alan Howard
(1974) measured the dependency
need of Hawaiian-American
children through a test, and also
put the children in a situation in
which they had a difficult puzzle
to solve. The children were given
the opportunity to ask the experimenter for help, and whether
they did or not was the dependent variable. The results of this
small experiment, in conjunction
with other data, gave a great deal
of insight into the "emic" nature
of the dependency need among
Hawaiian-Americans. Incidentally, since this little experiment
was simple and straight-forward,
Howard was able to explain its
importance to the children's parents, who gave their approval of
the study.
Subtle social variables
Psychologists sensitive to social psychological variables have
contributed to advances in the
-

complex area of testing. Work in
cognitive studies has shown the
importance of subtle social variables that can affect test performance (Cole, Gay, Glick, and
Sharp, 1971), and the nature of
the interaction between a person's skill and the situations in
which the skill might become
manifest (Cole and Bruner, 1971).
The skills of social psychologists,
who are sensitive to issues of interpersonal interaction between
test-giver and test-taker, will become more valued in the future.
Practical concerns
Worthwhile applications of research findings to practical concerns have not been lacking. A
number of very insightful essays
have been written on social
policy and governmental decision making that involve crosscultural issues (White, 1969; Kelman, 1973; Gergen and Gergen,
1974). These analysts, all of
whom do and have done empirical research, always pinned their
arguments down to experimental
evidence and did not yield to the
temptation of fuzzy armchair
thinking. Practical applications
of cross-cultural studies in social
psychology have included input
into cross-cultural training programs, designed to help members of one culture interact effectively in another (Fiedler, Mitchell, and Triandis, 1971; Brislin
and Van Buren, 1974). In addi(Continued on Page 9)
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Culture learning
and the
spirit of the laws
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Roscoe Pound stated something true of each culture in the
world and among all the cultures
of the world when he pointed out
that "...the problem of the le-

gal order is at bottom one of
reconciling or harmonizing or
compromising conflicting or

overlapping interests-that is,
conflicting or overlapping human
claims or demands or desiresand that the pressure of this conflict compels continual change in
details of the legal order."' Each

culture has its own internal legal
order, that is its own system of

making laws, adjudicating them,
enforcing them, and changing
them; it has its own ways for reconciling or harmonizing con-

flicting or overlapping human
claims or demands or desires. In
some cultures rule will be by law,

implying that the laws are imposed by edict or fiat and enforced by some form of power,
and in other cultures rule will be
under law, implying that the laws
themselves are arrived at in a due

process, itself stipulated in the
law, and that the laws are binding upon all.

Sir William Blackstone stated
the central problem of the international legal order-or the law
of nations-as far back as 1765
when he wrote:

"However, as it is impossible for
the whole race of mankind to be
united in one great society, they
must necessarily divide into
many; and form separate states,
commonwealths, and nations,
entirely independent of each
other, and yet liable to a mutual
4 Culture and Language Learning Newsletter

By John Walsh

intercourse. Hence arises a third
kind of law to regulate this mutual intercourse called the law
of nations': which, as none of
these states will acknowledge a
superiority in the other, cannot
be dictated by either; but depends entirely upon the rules of
natural law, or upon mutual
compacts, treaties, leagues, and
agreements between these several communities: in the construction of which compacts we
have no other rule to resort to,
but the law of nature; being the
only one to which both communities are equally subject."'

When Blackstone wrote that it

is impossible for the whole race
of mankind to be united in one
great society he appeared to be
stating a fact, one with which
most of the people of the world
today would still agree. Yet world
conditions have changed so fully
and fundamentally since Black-

stone's time that the unity of the
whole race of mankind under the
rule of law is now an imperative
of human progress and even of
human survival. As C. Wilfred
Jenks puts it:
"The world has become one in a
sense in which it has never been
so before. This oneness of the
world does not presuppose or i mply any unity of purpose, ideology or interest, or any proved capacity for common action among
the conflicting forces which are
struggling for mastery or selfassertion. It consists essentially
of the immediate sensitivity at
all times of all the leading
centres of power and decision in
the world to happenings in all its
parts. In brief, the world has become a unit by reason of the

growing intensity of the struggles which divide it no less than
the growing intimacy of the
bonds which unite it... If I may
use Harold Lasswell's terminology, the world, without having become one as an organization
area' has become irrevocably
one inclusive activity area".3
Objectives

The project, Legal responses to
cultural change has, then, a twofold focus or objective: one looks
inward at the culture itself and
studies the jural postulates underlying its legal system or legal
order as one way of arriving at a
clearer knowledge and deeper
understanding of the values,
opinions, and behaviors of the

people of that culture; the other
looks outward and seeks to dis-
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cover how the legal insights and
legal institutions of the culture
might contribute to a viable and
effective international or world

legal order and to the development of world community. The

central problem of the modern
world is how to establish a "law
of nations" so that the aspirations
of the people of the world for jus-

tice, for a higher quality of human life, and for the elimination
of war and the threat of war can
be fulfilled. How can conflicting
or overlapping human claims or

demands or desires be reconciled,

compromised, or harmonized in
a world in which it is now abso-

Dr. John Walsh, Culture Learning Institute research associate, is author of Inter-

cultural education in the community of
man and other volumes. Prior to joining

the Institute, Walsh was Vice President for
Academic Affairs of the University of
NoIre Dame in Indiana. He currently is
coordinator of the Institute's thought and
expression in culture learning research
subdivision.
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lutely necessary that the whole
race of mankind be united in one
great society? This project hopes
to make some small practical contribution to the solution of this
immense problem.
Culture and the law
The legal order or system prevailing in any culture can betaken
to be an expression of the mentality, temperament, attitudes, predispositions, and outlooks of the
people in whose social institutions this legal order has developed. The eminent German
jurist, Joseph Kohler, wrote that
"The requirements of the law are
evoked by the needs of material
and intellectual culture. Both
should be regulated and promoted by the law . ...In considering these momenta recognition of the proper requirements
of the law is called into play, and
further, the art of suitably meeting these requirements with new
legal constructions and reforms.
And Montesquieu had
earlier stated that "Law in general is human reason, inasmuch
as it governs all the inhabitants
of the earth: the political and civil laws of each nation ought to be
only the particular cases in which
human reason is applied. They
should be adapted in such a manner to the people for whom they
are framed that it should be a
great chance if those of one nation suit another. "5 Cultures are
distinguished from one another
on many different grounds-linguistic, religious, economic, and
socio-political forexam ple-but
none is more fundamental or crucial for understanding the culture
than its laws: their nature, origin,
and spirit.
Before considering in some detail the deep, pervasive, and intimate relationships between a culture and its legal order or legal
system, a point made by Adda B.
Bozeman needs to be strongly
stressed. "In short," according
to Bozeman, "law is not recognized everywhere as a distinct
idea or a paramount reference."'
Bozeman goes on to explain that
in the West the tendency has
been to differentiate law from
other categories of thought and
from other normative controls
114

such as custom and religion but
that in other parts of the world
human groupings have been held
together in comprehensive orders
dominated by respect for religion, etiquette, the stabilizing
function of war and conflict, or
the superior wisdom regularly
imputed to selected men. In some
cultures it is not possible to find a
word that carries the same meaning or is even roughly equivalent
in meaning to the meaning(s) of
the English word law.
Further distinctions
Two further distinctions are
necessary as background to the
discussion of the relationships
between law and culture: The
first is that made by Sir William
Blackstone between natural law,
revealed law, and what he calls
municipal law. (A more common
term for municipal law in America would be civil law). The second is that made by Pound between law and a body of rules of

law.

According to Blackstone, municipal (civil) law is a "rule of civil conduct prescribed by the
supreme power in a state, commanding what is right and prohibiting what is wrong." Blackstone holds that natural law and
revealed-law "...regard man as
a creature, and point out his duty
to God, to himself, and to his
neighbor, considered in the light
of an individual. But municipal or
civil law regards him also as a
citizen, and bound to other duties
which he has engaged in by enjoying the benefits of the common union; and which amount to
no more, than that he does contribute on his part, to the subsistence and peace of the soci"7

ety.
According to Pound, law, or the
legal order, is the regime of social
control through legal institutions
of justice in a civilized society.
The body of rules of law is the
whole range of authoritative legal precepts which obtain for the
time being in a particular politically organized society. He goes
on to state emphatically that
"...the vital, the enduring part
of law is in principles.., starting points for reasoning, not in
rules."

This distinction is similar to
that found throughout the literature on law between living law
and statutory law. The living law
is that rule of conduct within a
society that arises from a people's sense of justice and fairness,
of what is good and what is right.
It may be written or unwritten,
codified or not codified. Statutory law, on the other hand is
that rule of conduct that is explicitly promulgated and prescribed by those responsible for
the making of laws. The statutes
are considered realistic and effective to the extent that they do
in fact express or articulate the
sense of justice that prevails in
the culture. Statutory laws that
depart too far from the deeper
living law can be enforced, if at
all, only by police power and repression. Both the living law and
the statutory law will change as
new ideas emerge and new values take shape but it is the living
law that is basic in determining
the direction and the extent of
change.
Both in its living law and in its
statutory law, "A whole people,
a whole human race, is trying to
lift itself up by developing its
power to their highest pitch. It is
not merely that we keep the
peace while each prosecutes his
individual search for perfection
Rather each and all are developing the whole through many
means and among these are legal
institutions and political institutions which express, maintain,
and further, or are designed to
further, civilization as it is understood to them in their time and
place."
Law as a product of culture
Law is a social phenomenon; it
is a way of ordering human activities. To say that the law or legal system is a product of a given
culture means that it is formed,
shaped, and fashioned by the perceptions and the values or preferences of the social group out of
which it has arisen. Every social
group, of whatever size, needs
some way of ordering human activities so that it can protect its
existing values and further the
creating of new ones. In every
(Continued on Page 6)
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and the spirit...
(From Page 5)
society there are things that the
members of that society must do
and things that they must not do.
These commanded things and
prohibited things will vary from
culture to culture depending on
how the people of the culture
view themselves, their fellow human beings, and the world of nature and what they sense to be
their proximate and their longrange advantage. What the laws
of a particular culture are now
derive only from the culture's
past conditions, circumstances,
and experiences. The people have
accepted the law and found it
workable and livable; otherwise
the law would not exist in the
form it now does or the culture
itself would have long since lost
its unity and cohesiveness. As
just one example of how much
the law is a product of the culture
of which it is a part, Sir Henry
Maine points out that proportion
of criminal law to civil law varies
greatly in different cultures and
he arrives at the principle that
the more archaic the code,
the fuller and minuter is its penal
"10
legislation
Only rarely have cultures existed in complete historical isolation. The law prevailing within
any particular culture is a product of that culture but a part of
the very experience of any culture is its contacts and exchanges
with other cultures. Sometimes
these contacts and exchanges will
have profoundly influenced the
statutory law or the living law of
the two or more interacting cultures. Other times the influence
of one culture on another will
have been practically negligible
and each culture will appear to
have arrived at the conclusion
that its laws and its way of doing
things were superior from the
beginning.
Maintaining the culture
So essential to the stability and
security of any culture is its law
that many people come to regard
this function as the main purpose
of the law. The law is seen sim6 Culture and Language Learning Newsletter

ply as a way of protecting and
preserving the status quo and the
privileges of those in power. The
fact that this particular function
is sometimes greatly over-emphasized, however, should not
derogate from its importance. A
completely lawless or anarchical
culture is virtually inconceivable
since the common good of the
people of the culture requires
that they know what is expected
of them and what they can expect. Its law is a means of maintaining a culture in that it orders,
delimits, and directs the range of
human activities. At the same
time the law maintains the culture through the protection it affords for individual rights and
freedoms and in the ways it sets
forth for the resolving of conflicts
and sustaining peace and harmony against untoward self-assertion and aggression. Most importantly, the law is a means of
maintaining the culture in that it
gives practical formulation and
emphasis to the culture's abiding
values, such as those of justice,
freedom, order, harmony, and
loyalty. It is thus a principle instrument of social control and cooperation.
Improving or furthering the
culture
It is as a means of improving
the culture or the society that the
study of the law holds the most
fascination for those who are interested in law as an avenue to
culture learning and in developing the background or framework
to the formation of a common international or world law. The law
as well as being a means for preserving the present social system
can also be an instrument of social change and improvement.
However poorly articulated it
may be, each culture has its own
concept of the kind of social
order it would like to implement
for the future. The law then becomes an instrument of public
policy and of positive action in
the formulating of new social
programs. The law is also seen
at one and the same time as a
means for achieving the common
social good and as an expression
of the social concern for the good
of the individual person.

The task of the legal process or
the legal system, as Roscoe
Pound has stated, "is one of satisfying human demands, of securing human interests or satisfying
claims or demands with the least
of friction and the least of waste,
whereby the means of satisfaction may be made to go as far as
The legislators or
possible."
law-makers in each culture have
the duty and responsibility to create laws that will most effectively
satisfy human demands and secure human interests with the
least friction and waste. New
laws can be brought in to take
advantage of new circumstances
and new kinds of knowledge and
to further the social objectives of
the individual culture and the
world community.
Changes in a culture's social
order may take place in a relatively arbitrary, capricious, or
whimsical way, or as the result of
a political, ideological, or military
force and might, or through and
under the process of the law. The
latter would seem to present the
best hope for changes that will
express the thinking of the people of the culture on the allimportant question of what the
laws governing the new social order, always in the process of coming into being, should be. Inevitably, there will be in a culture
some people persuaded that no
changes in the laws are necessary
and among those who favor
change there will be wide differences of opinion regarding the
directions the changes should
take.
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Values of a culture
In all of those cultures in which
social changes take place within
the law-or according to the lawthere will be found some agency
within the legal system itself for
the creating or making of laws
and some agency for interpreting, determining or adjudicating
what is and what is not lawful,
that is, the legislative and the judicial function, or the legislators
and the judges. These values of a
culture are reflected vividly in the
laws that are enacted and in the
opinions written by judges in

I

support of their decisions in individual cases brought before the
courts for adjudication.
There is, however, another
group of people whose influence

in the making of laws is profound, though little noticed by
the public at large, namely, the
jurists. These jurists may or may
not be judges or lawyers, but they
have a thorough knowledge of
the law and its potential. Their

wisdom and expertise is much respected by busy legislators and
over-worked judges. Functioning
largely outside the legal system
itself-usually as teachers in law
schools-they are highly influential in determining thinking
about the legal order and about

what the law should be. Their
commentaries on the laws and
their criticisms of the inadequacies or unfairness of the laws are
rich mines of insight into the culture and of

the directions in
which it might be moving. Students of the law and the legal system rather than practitioners of

S

it, they tend to have a clearer
perspective on the law and its
relationships to the overall needs,

purposes, objectives, and aspirations of the society than do either
its legislators or its judges.

Cultures and the law of nations

There is, of course, no one
necessary way of counting the
number of different cultures in

the world. There is a tendency to
think of each nation as a separate
culture. However, in 1952 F.S.C.

Northrop made note of seven major groupings among the nations
of the world based not only on
geographical proximity but also
on similarities in legal traditions,
general culture, religion, and his-

tory." By 1970 Luis Kutner no
longer found Northrop's grouping
satisfactory-for example, Northrop had grouped mainland China

with

the Soviet Communistic
world-and he listed nine more or

less natural groupings based on
the same criteria. Kutner's group-

S

ings, called circuits, are as follows: 1) the Communist-Orient
Circuit; 2) the U.S.S.R.-Eastern
European Circuit; 3) the Western
Europe Circuit; 4) the Islamic Circuit; 5) the Southern African Circuit;

6)

the

Non-Communist

Orient Circuit; 7) the AustralOceanic Circuit; 8) the Latin
American Circuit; 9) the AngloAmerican Circuit)3

In 1971 Percey E. Corbett
wrote a review of some of the recent development in the concept
of international law or the law of
nations and of attitudes toward
it. He wrote: "In the first long

period, the states participating
in the formation of international
law and formally entitled to its

benefits were mostly those of Europe or of European cultures,
and numbered hardly more than
sixty. Since 1945, all cultures
have been represented in the process of development and codification; the total participating
states has passed one hundred
and twenty-five; and the area of

application encompasses not only
our planet but outer space as
well."14
Crucial concept

Although Hugo Grotius, who
was born in 1583, is credited with
being the "father of international

law,"15 the law of nations is still
in its infancy. The crucial con-
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Henry, New York: Oceans Publications, Inc., 1962), p. vii.

ist without laws, so also the international society can not exist

9. Roscoe Pound. Interpretations of legal
history. (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1923), p. 144.

ing acceptance. The consciousness that just as no nation can ex-

without the rule of law, is still
dim throughout the world. Justice William 0. Douglas, however,
after stating the basic problem
takes a somewhat optimistic
view of future possibilities:
"The vast gulfs that exist between various world cultures
mean that the common ground
for world law will be narrow and
selective. It starts, of course,
with the rule against aggressive
war; and it proceeds from there
to all the stuff that treaties, contracts,
commercial
engagements, investments, travel, communication and the like shape up
into controversies. There are only limited areas where we can
rightfully say common ground
can be found. Yet they are imindeed critical, ones;
portant,
and they will expand as the peo-

ples of the world work with their
newly emerging institutions of
law and gain confidence in
them."16

10. Sir Henry Sumner Maine. Ancient law.
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., No
copyright date given.), p. 306.

11. Roscoe Pound. Interpretations of legal
history. (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1923), p. 157.

12. F.S.C. Northrop. The taming of the
nations. (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1952), pp. 286-287.

13. Luis Kutner. "The ultimate for unity of
mankind" in The human right to individual freedom. Edited by Luis Kutner. (Coral Gables, Florida: University
of Miami Press, 1970), pp. 215-216.
14. Percey E. Corbett. The growth of
world law. (Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1971), p.
32.
15. Edward Dumbauld. The life and legal
writings of Hugo Grotius. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1969),
p. 58.

16. William 0. Douglas. "The rule of law
in world affairs" in The human right
to individual freedom. Edited by Luis
Kutner. (Coral Gables, Florida, University of Miami Press, 1970), p. 78.
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Workshop for culture teachers:
"Culture Learning: Theory
and Practice"
July 20-August 8, 1975
By John Walsh
The expression "The Overseas
Americans"-which was used as
the title of a 1960 book by Harlan
Cleveland, Gerard Mangone, and
John Clarke Adams-is usually
taken to mean all Americans living abroad for some extended period of time. Reference is most
often made to the overseas diplomats, businessmen, professors
and students, consultants, missionaries, and military personnel
themselves. It is sometimes forgotten that the dependents of
these overseas Americans are also, while they are living abroad,
overseas Americans.
Unique opportunity
The dependents of overseas
Americans have an educational
opportunity and advantage that
is outside of the experience of
their classmates back in the
United States, that is, the possibility of living in another culture
and coming to learn and understand it. In the vast majority of
cases, however, because of language differences, because of differences in educational programs,
and because of other restrictions
on the attending of schools maintained by the host countries, dependent children of overseas
Americans go to schools operated
for them either by private school
corporations or by civilian educators employed by the United
States Department of Defense.
This workshop is sponsored jointly by the Office of Overseas
Schools of the United States Department of State, by the Pacific
Region of the Department of Defense Dependents Schools, and
8 Culture and Language Learning Newsletter

by the East-West Culture Learning Institute.
The term culture teacher is of
relatively recent origin and requires some explanation. (Not all
of the teachers who will be participating in the workshop are
formally designated as culture
teachers although all are actively engaged in the teaching of the
local culture to dependents of
overseas Americans.) In schools
in America every teacher is to
some extent a culture teacher; at
the very least instruction is, in
whole or in large part, in English.
Only rarely, if at all, is a teacher
called explicitly a culture teacher. The situation is different, of
course, in the American overseas
schools. In order to make it possible for the American pupils and
students living overseas to make
the most of their opportunity to
learn the local culture, some staff
members have the formal responsibility for the teaching of the local culture. The pattern varies
somewhat, depending on local
circumstances and on the theory
of culture learning prevailing in
the school, but a fairly typical
case is that of a local national
teaching the local culture in English, as some part of the regular
school curriculum or as part of
the extracurricular program.

Workshop purpose
The purpose of this Workshop
is to enable culture teachers from
a number of different countries
and cultures to share ideas about
culture and about ways of effective culture teaching/learning.

As the theme of the workshop,
Culture Learning: Theory and
Practice, indicates the workshop
will be oriented in almost equal
parts toward further understanding of the influence of culture in
the shaping of opinions and attitudes and in the determining of
behavior, toward deeper knowledge of the underlying ideas and
outlooks of the particular culture
to be taught, and toward developing the skills of culture teaching/
learning. Each of the participants
will be expected to make one presentation to the group on the
topic, My Culture As / See It and
another, drawn from his or her
own experience as a culture
teacher, on a case study of a successful culture learning lesson,
class, or experience. Each participant will also be a member of an
activity group whose function
will be the researching of a culture learning problem or the creating of curriculum or learning
materials aimed at the improvement of culture learning.
Is culture "teachable"?
One of the main purposes of the
workshop will be to explore what
it is that the culture teacher is expected to teach. The Workshop
will also consider the question of
whether, to what extent, and in
what ways culture is teachable.
The culture of any country or region results from the coming together of many factors; linguistic,
juridic, educational, religious,
historic, artistic, scientific, geographical, and economic to mention some of them. Culture teaching/learning-or any course or
program called culture-is necessarily interdisciplinary. The
question of what is the substantive content of the culture course
and how is it distinctive from such
courses as art, religion, history,
and sociology remain at present
largely up to individual teachers.
Immense problems, both theoretical and practical, remain to be
worked out with regard to the objectives of the culture course or
program and the sequence of
courses among different age
groups of students.
At first glance it might seem
that American pupils and students in overseas schools would
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be almost instinctively highly
motivated toward learning the local culture. It is an immediate
part of their life; it is different to
a greater or lesser degree from
their own culture and is therefore
likely to arouse their interest and
curiosity; the learning of the local
culture has many practical applications and implications for their
future. The fact, however, is that
motivating the students is one of
the main difficulties in culture
teaching. The Workshop will devote attention to problems of

cross-cultural counseling and to
the overcoming of negative attitudes on the part of students. The
objective is to find ways of motivating students through the design of culture courses and field
experiences that are at once stimulating and informative; greater
understanding and greater mutual respect results in this area,
as in many others, from the realization that one is not only learning the culture but also learning
from the culture.
The Workshop for Culture

Teachers, of which this is the first,
will, it is hoped, be primarily useful to the culture teachers themselves and to the schools and
students that they represent.
However, some of the ideas and
approaches to be more fully explored in these Workshops may
prove to be of value as well to any
Americans planning and preparing to live overseas, in whatever
capacity and for whatever period
of time.
0

Social psychology

rent events, and cooperation and
conflict. One of the best ways
to gain insight into our own behavior is to observe the antecedents and consequences of similar behavior in other cultures.
Observing behavior in other cultures allows people to seethe reasons behind their own behavior
more clearly since the blinders
imposed by the culture to which
they belong are removed for a
short time. This is a major reason
behind the cross-cultural study of
social behavior, and it is a major
reason for my prediction that
there will be active research
efforts continuing in this area.

Brislin, R., and Van Buren, H. "Can they
go home again?" (reorientation seminars for returning students). (International Education and Cultural Exchange), 1974, 9(4), 19-24.
Cole, M., and Bruner, J. Cultural differences and inferences about psychological processes. American Psychologist, 1971, 26, 868-876.
Cole, M., Gay, J., Glick, J., and Sharp, D.
The cultural context of learning and
thinking. New York: Basic Books, 1971.
Fiedler, F., Mitchell, T., and Triandis, H.
The culture assimilator: an approach to
cross-cultural training. Journal of Applied Psychology, 1971, 55, 95-102.
Gergen, K., and Gergen, M. What other
nations hear when the eagle screams.
Psychology Today, 1974 8(1), 52-58.
Howard, A. Ain't no big thing (a study of
Hawaiian-American acculturation). Honolulu, Hawaii: University Press of Hawaii, 1974.
Kelman, H. Violence without moral restraint: reflections on the dehumanization of victims and victimizers. Journal
of Social Issues, 1973, 29(4), 25-61.
Triandis, H. et al. The analysis of subjective culture. New York: Wiley, 1972.
White, R. Three-not-so-obvious contributions of psychology to peace. Journal of
Social Issues, 1969, 25(4), 23-29.
0

From Page 3

tion to these favorable aspects, I
would like to mention briefly a
few unfavorable trends.
Unfavorable trends
There has been a transfer of
low-yield, high-fad content areas
from North America to other cultures without any thought given
to their relevance in the other
cultures. The research on the prisoner's dilemma and bargaining
is an example, as no robust findings of importance have resulted
from this research. People using
these techniques have not sufficiently thought about what these
techniques mean in other cultures. In other words, the "emics"
of these techniques have not been
studied.
Another unfavorable trend is
the attempt to alleviate the admittedly difficult methodological
problems of cross-cultural research by selecting a method that
seemingly has fewer problems
associated with it than others.
This practice makes the method
the master of the researcher, not
the slave, and yields findings of
no real substance. The most important part of research is good
ideas. There are many good possibilities for ideas in cross-cultural analysis, and the search for
these should not take second
place to a search for a method.
Conclusion
The content of social psychology includes such everyday behaviors as feelings of one person
for another, attitudes toward cur-

References
Bochner, S., and Cairns, L. An unobtrusive
measure of helping behavior toward
Aboriginal Australians. In G. Kearney
and D. McElwain (Eds.), Cognition.
Canberra, Australia: Australian Institute for Aboriginal Studies, 1975, in
press.

Dr. Jesse Harris, Institute senior fellow and
professor of psychology, University of Kentucky, led the final
seminar in the Institute's 1974-75 "Vigorous Academic Interchange" series, May S.
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Literature and the social sciences
Traditionally, university or
school teaching of literature has
been concerned with the literary
text as a more or less autonomous entity in itself, worthy of
study because of its artistic merit
or moral value. The most common way in which the literary
text has been extended has been
in the direction of relating it to,
and seeing it as a part of, the history of literary tradition in a particular language. The social context of literature has received
little emphasis in literature
courses. While the major literary
works of past historical periods
have been regularly used as
source material for the study of
the social life of the periods in
question, little contemporary
work has been examined in this
way and teachers of literature
have left this kind of research to
the social historians. In this century, however, some interesting
work has been done on the relation between literature and
society but this has not been incorporated into the teaching of
literature and has had insufficient impact on the planning of
university courses. The literary
critic in particular has resisted
any attempt to "sociologize" the
work of art.
It is felt in this Institute that
Culture Learning through Literature is valuable not only because
of the better understanding of
culture which is its result but also
because it adds a necessary dimension to the study of literature
itself. It is our conviction that a
sensitive literary critic or a sensitive social scientist will not do
any disservice either to literary or
social studies: in fact without
sensitiveness, moral sensibility
and imagination, neither the literary critic nor the social scientist
is likely to be a good practitioner
of his own chosen specialty.
Up to the end of the nineteenth
century, the serious study of literature was almost entirely philo-

Korean poet Joung Hyun-Jong (photo at left) presented his poems in English and Korean on May 8, 1975, as part of the Institute's Cultural Manifestations series. R. Anderson Sutton, (right) M.A. degree candidate in ethnomusicology, related to members of
the Institute his experiences during a one-year field education in Indonesia.

logically and historically oriented.
In the 1920s the emphasis shifted
to explication de texte, the socalled "new criticism," in which
the unique characteristics of the
individual work were considered
in their aesthetic, linguistic, and
historical context. An interest in
the relationship of literaturetosociety has never been central to literary study, and there has been
less interest in this relationship in
England and the United States
than in continental Europe. The
philosopher-scientist Giovanni
Battista Vico in the early 18th
century posited an intimate interrelation of linguistic, political,
poetical and cultural history. At
the end of the 18th century Madame de Stael assumed a sociological position in her De la litterature consideree dans ses
rapports avec les institutions socia/es. 1-lippolyte Tai ne's History
of English Literature in the late
19th century is sociologically oriented. In Scandinavia George
Brandes and in America, V.L.
Parri ngton continued this tradition. For the twentieth century
student of literature, perhaps
Levin Schucking's The Sociology
of Literary Taste was the "standard" work. But it is a testimony
to the relative lack of interest in
England and America to sociologically oriented criticism that
Andre Beljame's study of the conditions of authorship (including
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the economic conditions) and of
the reading public in his Le Public et les Hommes de Lettres en
Angleterre au Dix-huitieme siecle
(1881) was not translated into
English until 1948, and then in
the International Library of Sociology and Social Reconstruction
Series.
The situation has now changed
and considerable momentum has
developed towards regarding the
social context of literature as essential to its understanding, and
it is likely that this attitude will
prevail for some time to come.
Though not intended as a commentary on literature, the study
of the American character attempted in the popular book The
Lonely Crowd* obviously has implications for the study of the
modern novel. The sociological
implications of such phenomena
as alienation, identity in mass
society, the changing ecological
scene, the bureaucracy of modern life, etc. are reflected in fiction, poetry, and drama, and the
sociological study of these matters provides useful background
for literary study. But, on the
other hand, the literature is itself
important documentation for social studies and the social scientist cannot ignore it. Beginning
*By David Riesman in collaboration with Reuel Denney and Nathan Glazer.
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with the 1960s, a renaissance
has begun in the area of the relations of literature and society,
the position of the writer in society, and in social problems as
material for the creative artist,
and we can expect to see stimulating work done in this area in
the immediate future.
CLI conference and Its objectives
The decision by the East-West
Culture Learning Institute to hold
a conference this year may be
seen aga4nst this background.
This conference will direct its attention more specifically to the
ways in which scholars and
teachers can be trained to read
literature with an eye to its culture teaching/learning potential.
Participants in this conference
will be chosen from among those
critics and scholars who have
done special work and developed
new insights into the relations
between literature and society.
It is expected that the conference
will cover a variety of themes
which will in the future become
areas for in-depth study and research, and that it will help to
show how best some, if not all, of
the following objectives could be
pursued in the years to come.
1. To establish the parameters
of this field of study.
2. To explore the ways in which
literature is a key to the understanding of culture.

3. To examine the ways in which
the study of literature reveals
and illuminates a culture's
imaginative and intellectual
life.
4. To investigate how literature
reflects the values, social assumptions and habits of cultures, both present and past.
5. To examine the role of literature in shaping the myths
and values of changing societies in both the developed
and developing world.
6. To study how literature activates and inspires social
concerns.
7. To explore how literature may
be used in the educational
process to develop moral and
imaginative sensibility as a
counter to simplified social
pressures and propaganda
and thus provide an equipment for living.
8. To identify the conditions in
a culture which foster or discourage creative achievement
in literature and the arts.
9. To examine the way familiarization with the creative processes in a culture ministers
not only to personal enrichment but also inter-cultural
understanding.
10. To consider how literature in
helping to forge universal values is a means of transcending the confines of particular
cultures and thus of promoting inter-cultural relations. 0
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THE EAST-WEST CENTER is a national educational Institution established in Hawaii by the U.S. Congress
in 1960 to 'promote better relations
and understanding between the United
States and the nations of Asia and the
Pacific through cooperative study,
training and research."
Each year the East-West Center
brings together more than 1,500 men
and women from the many nations and
cultures of these regions. They work
and study together while exchanging
ideas and experiences in cooperative
programs seeking solutions to important problems of mutual concern to
East and West. For each participant
from the United States in Center programs, two participants are sought
from the more than 60 countries and
territories in Asia and the Pacific area.
Five institutes with International,
interdisciplinary academic and professional staffs conduct the East-West
Center's problem-oriented programs.
East-West areas on which Center programs are focused include communication across national barriers, culture
and language learning, food systems,
population dynamics, and technological adaptation In developmental processes aimed at improving the quality
of life. Each year the Center awards
a limited number of Open Grants for
graduate degree education and innovative research by Senior Fellows in
areas not encompassed by institute
programs.

The Center is directed by the Board
of Governors of a public, non-profit
educational corporation-known as
"The Center for Cultural and Technical
Interchange Between East and West,
Inc."-created by the Hawaii State
Legislature in 1975. The U.S. Congress
provides basic funding for Center programs and a variety of scholarships,
fellowships, internships and other
awards. Additional cost-sharing of programs and participants is worked out
with Asian/Pacific governments, regional agencies, private enterprise and
foundations. The Center is situated on
land adjacent to and provided by the
University of Hawaii, which conducts
classes and grants degrees for degreeseeking East-West Center students
who also are involved in the Center's
problem-oriented programs.

Dr. Richard Brislin (right) presents certificate of completion to Ms. Inez David of the
Philippines, one of twelve members in the Institute's Cultural Aspects of Educational
Leadership project which concluded in June. One of the principal speakers was Ms.
Evelyn Magno, also from the Philippines.
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CLI conference
From Page 1

It is this conference that will
consider ways of meeting the reverse culture shock problem experienced by families who spend
extended periods overseas, and
who, upon returning home, discover that they and their country
do not seem the same. There is also the related problem of integrating a child who has been
raised overseas into his or her native culture when the family returns home.
Dr. Kumar, the conference coordinator, is a sociologist and former Assistant Director of Research of the Gandhi Peace
Foundation in New Delhi. He also
has been a faculty member of the
College of Urban Development,
Michigan State University.
Fifteen authors, teachers and
curriculum planners will meet
July 6 for a week's discussion on
the subtle and often unique ways
that oral and written literature
express aspects of a culture. Entitled Culture Learning Through
Literature," the conference will
be directed by Mr. Guy Amirthanayagam, Research Associate.
Techniques for integrating literature into cultural researches and
course work will be among the
topics discussed. The theme is of
special interest to UNESCO.
Prior to joining the Institute last
September, Mr. Amirthanayagam
served the Sri Lanka government
for 24 years in a variety of positions, most recently as Deputy
High Commissioner, Sri Lanka
High Commission in London.

ready shown to be considerable,
will be among the topics discussed. Another topic will be
ways that counseling techniques
can be employed by laymen to
improve relationships in business
and government.
The Institute's longest summer
conference, entitled "Education
for International Understanding,"
will open on July 14, with support from the U.S. Office of Education and the Japanese Ministry
of Education. For a month, 20
educators from Japan and the
United States will consider the
development of curriculum materials for teaching other cultures
in elementary and secondary
schools. I. Amagi, a deputy to
the Japanese Minister of Education, will be the Japanese team
leader. His American counterpart
will be Betty Bullard, an alumnus
of the East-West Center who is
currently an administrator specializing in cultural studies with
the North Carolina Department
of Education. Prototype materials
developed at this conference will
be tested in North Carolina

On July 7, an 11-day workshop
on cross-cultural counseling will
open under the directorship of
Dr. Paul Pedersen, a counseling
psychologist and Senior Fellow
from the University of Minnesota.
Dr. Pedersen is noted for developing a model for counseling,
particularly effective with American minority groups, that involves an "anti-counselor" who
objectifies the relationship between counselor and client, often
by making both aware of their
cultural differences. The possibilities of Dr. Pedersen's model
for cross-cultural counseling, al12 Culture and Language Learning Newsletter

schools and also will be made
available for consideration by
other Pacific and Asian nations.
On August 15, the conferees will
depart for field trips to Japan and
the U.S. mainland.
Finally, from July 20 through
August 8, 30 representatives
from schools in Asia and the Pacific will meet for a "Workshop
for Culture Teachers" under the
direction of Dr. John Walsh, a Research Associate. Dr. Walsh is a
former chairman of the Department of Education and then VicePresident for Academic Affairs at
Notre Dame University.
The focus of this conference
will be schools for foreigners living in a foreign country, e.g. English-speaking schools for the
dependents of Americans living
in Asian countries. Such schools
normally offer culture courses on
the host country. The Culture
Teachers" conference will consider ways for improving the content of these critical courses. The
workshop is co-sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Defense's office of dependents education. 0
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